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Dear Mr. O’ Regan,
I refer to your recent correspondence on behalf of the Ballincollig Carrigaline
Municipal District members in relation to election posters.
I am aware that election posters can appear unsightly and my Department
examined this issue in 2008. In September 2008, a public consultation process
on the control of postering for elections and referenda was conducted. Following
the public consultation, a number of factors were identified that influenced the
decision to not completely ban the use of election posters. On foot of the public
consultation on election posters, a number of pilot schemes were put in place on
a voluntary basis by some local authorities, during the 2009 European, Local and
Bye-Elections, with a view to examining the merits of the introduction of further
controls regarding election posters. These pilot schemes were intended to
examine how the following measures would work in practice. The pilot schemes
comprised of:
•
•
•
•

The use of biodegradable plastic ties or colour coding of plastic ties
The display of posters in designated areas only
Restricting the numbers of posters per candidate
Restricting the numbers of posters to 2 (back to back) per pole

An analysis of the pilot schemes, taking account of feedback obtained from local
authorities, brought to light several impracticalities including the difficulties that
local authorities would encounter operationally in enforcing legislation put in
place to adopt any of the pilots. However, in a measure designed to limit the
impact of these posters, the Litter Pollution Act 1997 was amended to introduce
a time limit prior to an election taking place, during which election posters can
be displayed. Previously, the legislation required that election posters must be
taken down within 7 days of an election. It is now the position that election
posters can only be displayed for a maximum of 30 days prior to an election and
must be removed 7 days after an election has taken place. My Department
writes to all political parties prior to each election to remind them of their
responsibilities under the Litter Pollution Acts, which require the removal of both
election posters and cable ties within 7 days of the election being held.
Enforcement of these requirements is a matter for the local authorities.
I understand that in some areas of the country, in advance of previous elections,
local groups have come to an agreement with political candidates to restrict
election posters to defined areas. Where these agreements (commonly between
tidy town committees and candidates on election posters) have been made, they
have worked very well and are adhered to in the majority of cases. Your local
authority Environmental Awareness Officer may be able to assist you with putting
these sort of arrangements in place on a voluntary basis by liaising with
TidyTown groups.

I trust this information is of assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Denis Naughten, T.D.
Minister for Communications, Climate Action & Environment
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